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ABSTRACT
The aim of this study is to support designers in dealing with the variety of situations in which product are used, so-called dynamic and diverse use situations (DDUS). Dealing with varying use situations in the design process is difficult because it is hard to predict the situations in which a product will be used, to anticipate what will happen when the product encounters those situations and to generate solutions for conflicting requirements. A retrospective case study of three design projects in practice furthermore showed that knowledge of DDUS often remains implicit and is not shared between members of a product development team. We therefore developed a set of guidelines to support designers and design teams when dealing with DDUS in the design process. The basic principle of the guidelines is that existing design activities are used to create and apply an explicit ‘frame of reference of product use’ which makes DDUS and their relation to use issues explicit. In this paper we explain these guidelines and show its application to the design of an individual mobility device.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In user centred design it is generally acknowledged that the user, goal and context of use of a product directly influence the usability and user experience of that product, and are therefore important to take into account in the design process (Nielsen, 1993; Fulton Suri and Marsh, 2000; Maguire, 2001). On the one hand many methods prescribe how to analyse the user, goal and context of use at the start of a design project, such as with observations, interviews or focus groups (e.g. Sharp, Rogers et al., 2007). On the other hand methods prescribe that test conditions of use evaluations should represent these parameters (Cushman and Rosenberg, 1991; Bevan and Macleod, 1994). However straightforward these prescriptions may seem, in practice the design process is seriously complicated by the fact that in reality many products are used by a wide variety of users, who have different goals and use the product in various contexts. We define this as ‘dynamic and diverse use situations’ (DDUS) (van der Bijl – Brouwer, 2012a). Dynamic use situations refer to the situations that change in time for one product, while diverse use situations refer to the variety of use situations between products. For example, for the Stokke Tripp Trapp chair dynamic aspects concern the different positions of the child during a meal and the different purposes for which the chair is used within one family, while diverse aspects concern the different dimensions of the primary user and different furniture arrangements in which the chair is placed in different families (Figure 1). Difficulties when designing these kind of products include how the designer or design team knows in which situations the product will be used in the future, how they know which consequences this has for usability or user experience, and how they come up with solutions for situations which lead to conflicting requirements.

In a previous study we analysed how designers deal with these difficulties in design practice (van der Bijl - Brouwer and van der Voort 2009). From this retrospective case study of three real product development projects we concluded that finding solutions for conflicting requirements is generally not a problem for designers. Solution principles we found included ‘one size fits all’, accessories, adjustable features and segmentation. The Stokke Tripp Trapp chair is an excellent example of a product that offers accessories and adjustable features to attune the product to various body positions, dimensions and purposes for use. Segmentation is applied in the colouring of the chair to allow the chair to aesthetically fit the users preferences. Furthermore we did not find a difference in the design process between how designers dealt with either dynamic or diverse situations. A problem we did find is that in current design practice, knowledge of the dynamics and diversity of users, contexts and goals often remains implicit and is mostly not shared. Members of one product development team would often be aware of the DDUS of the product and would have knowledge and assumptions about these situations based on both personal knowledge (e.g. based on self-experience or from family or friends) and knowledge retrieved within the company (e.g. based on user research). However, this knowledge was often not made explicit or shared. This lack of a ‘shared frame of reference’ of use situations and related use issues can have a negative effect on decision-making when design teams have to choose solution proposals. Furthermore an explicit frame of reference is needed to control the external validity and focus of use evaluations, since it defines the test conditions and questions for these tests. Our research was therefore aimed at supporting the creation and application of such a frame of reference.

Design for DDUS is not new in the sense that it recognizes the difficulties of dealing with different users in different contexts, because this issue is mentioned in many sources (e.g. Shackel, 1984; Green and Jordan, 2002). However, these sources give little guidance on how to deal with this problem in design. Therefore we developed a set of guidelines that support designers in dealing with DDUS. In this paper we will present a summary of these guidelines. We will particularly focus on the guidelines...
related to the creation and communication of the frame of reference and show their application to a case: the design of a new individual mobility device.

2 GUIDELINES TO DESIGN FOR DDUS

2.1 Method of development of the guidelines
The guidelines were developed in multiple iterations. Based on literature analysis and the above mentioned case studies in design practice a first set of guidelines was developed, and evaluated in a student project (van der Bijl – Brouwer 2011). Four teams of five students applied the guidelines to the design of a carrier bike (a bicycle with a large box in the front which in the Netherlands is mainly used to transport children), for a real client. Based on this evaluation a new set of guidelines was developed which was evaluated in another student team project concerning the design of a kitchen appliance (van der Bijl – Brouwer, 2012a). This led to a final set of guidelines that we partly present in this paper.

2.2 Conceptualisation of the support
As mentioned above our research was aimed at supporting the creation of an explicit frame of reference of DDUS and its application in team decision-making and use evaluations. In the conceptualization of the support we particularly paid attention to the support’s flexibility. According to Stolterman (2008) it is important for those who produce support for design practitioners to make the ‘incorporation’ into the designer’s own approach possible. We therefore developed guidelines instead of a step-by-step method. The guidelines could thus assumingly support multiple design activities in a complete design process.

Next to the guidelines we developed a technique that was explicitly aimed at gathering implicit knowledge of product use in design teams. This Envisioning Use technique is a half-day workshop in which design team members come together and share their knowledge and assumptions of product use. This technique was successfully evaluated in multiple real product development projects (van der Bijl - Brouwer, Boess et al., 2011).

2.3 Summary of the guidelines
A workbook was generated which included all the guidelines and their explanation (van der Bijl – Brouwer, 2012b). In this paper we summarize these guidelines:

- Make all members of a design team aware of DDUS and create a shared vision on product use by means of the ‘Envisioning use technique’
- Keep track of a consistent explicit frame of reference with use situations and related issues throughout the design process
- Create this frame of reference by means of exploring use issues related to chosen use situations
- Apply the frame of reference in use evaluations

This frame of reference is an overview of all relevant use situations that a product can possibly encounter and also lists the use issues such as usability or user experience issues that occur when a user and product interact in those specific circumstances. The frame of reference can have the format of scenarios, a mind map or other structure preferred by the design team.

The shared vision on product use
Creating a shared vision on product use means that all members of a product development have the same mindset or ‘implicit frame of reference’ of relevant use situations and related use issues. These implicit frames of reference should be aligned with each other and with the explicit frame of reference. The best way of achieving this is to create an explicit frame of reference of product use together, as we propose to do within the Envisioning Use technique. In this paper we will not further elaborate on the team activities of designing for DDUS.

The explicit frame of reference of product use
The explicit frame of reference includes two types of information: information about the diverse situations in which products are used, and information about the interactions between products and these use situations. Figure 2 illustrates this information by means of the example of a carrier bike. When a product is part of a specific use situation, this will result in an interaction with certain qualities: use issues. Use situation aspects concern user characteristics, their goals and the context of
use. For the carrier bike this concerns physical characteristics of the cyclist, why the cyclist prefers a carrier bike to a car, types of luggage or passengers, road conditions, weather conditions etc. Use issues can be related to performance, usability, or user experience. For example, if the box of the carrier bike is large enough to bring all preferred luggage (performance), if the rain hood is easy to adjust (usability) or if the children are happy to sit in the box (user experience). Besides this ‘use knowledge’ the frame of reference contains a target that defines which use situations and issues will be accounted for throughout the design process.

Since the frame of reference can consist of a large collection of use situations and issues, it can easily contain too much information to deal with in communication or solution generation. We therefore propose to use different views: a complete view which can be used as a check list in use evaluations, and the simplified priority view which shows the most important situations and issues on one page, and which can be used to support communication and inspire solution generation. In the presented case in section 3 we will give examples of these two views.

Figure 2: the frame of reference contains information about use situation aspects and use issues. The example shows how a use situation aspect (older children like to explore the world around them) relates to a use issue (children are happy because they can look around) for a carrier bike design which allows seat adjustment to the age of children. The lower design shows the solution for the older children.

Creating the frame of reference
To create and update a new frame of reference, teams can employ different design activities. We distinguish internal activities, aimed at exploring how use situations relate to use issues based on assumptions, and external activities, aimed at exploring factual use situations and evaluating solution proposals in those use situations. Internal explorations include techniques like self-testing design proposals, scenario analyses and the aforementioned Envisioning Use technique. Internal explorations are important because they can easily be applied in an iterative design process: a solution can be created, explored quickly as to how it relates to different use situations, adjusted etc. Another benefit of internal exploration is that it guides the external activities by making gaps in factual knowledge or product use explicit. External explorations are activities aimed at gathering insights in the relevant use situations and issues for comparable products, for example by consulting online reviews or observations of use of comparable products. These explorations of current use lead to insights that can be extrapolated to future use.

Finally, evaluations of design proposals in probable use situations can give insight in factual use issues. Since each activity can be used to add, verify or remove information on product use, the frame of reference evolves in the course of the design process.

Applying the frame of reference in use evaluations
The main advantage of a complete explicit frame of reference is its application in use evaluations. Targeted use issues in the frame of reference can be translated into research questions for use evaluations. For example, a question for the design of the carrier bike could be: ‘Can children explore the world around them sufficiently while seated in the box?’

The most important function of the frame of reference when planning use evaluations is that it helps to set proper test conditions. To increase the external validity of use evaluations, the test conditions of these evaluations should reflect actual use situations as much as possible (Jordan, Thomas et al., 1996).
The frame of reference should give insight into what these actual use situations are. For example in the case of the carrier bike, it makes sense to invite children of varying ages for a user test because their needs for communication with parents while seated in the box can be assumed to differ.

**Process model of design activities surrounding the frame of reference**

As mentioned above different design activities are input to and output of the frame of reference. Figure 3 visualizes how these activities surround this frame of reference. Note that the guidelines do not prescribe new design activities, but indicate how current design activities can be employed to generate and apply a frame of reference of product use.

![Figure 3: the different design activities to create and apply the frame of reference of product use](image)

### 3 CASE: DESIGN OF AN INDIVIDUAL MOBILITY DEVICE

The guidelines were evaluated in the aforementioned student projects of the carrier bike and kitchen appliance. These evaluations showed that the guidelines proved to stimulate the creation of an explicit frame of reference of product use which could give the required focus to use evaluations and also proved that they can be used to set-up externally valid test conditions (van der Bijl – Brouwer, 2012a). However, these student projects were relatively short in the sense that they had to be carried out within the time frame of a course of 5 European Credit points (140 hours) per student. This meant that the teams had limited time to execute the design activities. In this paper we present the application of the guidelines to a more extensive design project: the design of an individual mobility device by a master student for a real client. This project was executed within a timeframe of 9 months and covered 45 EC. This project is particularly a good example of how the explicit frame of reference can be created iteratively by means of various internal and external design activities. The project also allows an evaluation of the guidelines in an individual design project.

#### 3.1 Design of an individual mobility device

The case concerns the design of a new individual mobility device for people with impaired mobility (van der Molen, 2012). The assignment was executed by a graduate student Industrial Design Engineering for a company that produces mobility scooters. The motivation for this assignment was that the market of mobility scooters is changing from a business-to-business into a consumer market. As a result the critical consumer will soon have more opportunities to choose and acquire his own individual mobility device, instead of getting one assigned by a care institution or the municipality.
This means that consumer needs are becoming more important. The focus of the assignment was therefore on exploring user needs for this type of products and resulted in a set of ‘design directions’ for new individual mobility devices. Three concept designs were presented as a proof of principle of these design directions. Since an individual mobility device is a product with very diverse and dynamic use situations, the designer chose to apply the guidelines to design for DDUS in this project.

3.2 Creating a frame of reference of product use

As explained in section 2, both internal and external activities can be employed to create the frame of reference. The internal explorations are based on assumptions and allow to explore interesting combinations between use situations and use issues that can be targeted in the design process. The external explorations allow gathering factual knowledge with regard to how users currently experience the use of mobility scooters in diverse use situations. This includes a validation of the assumed relations between use situations and use issues that were found in the internal explorations.

Internal design activities

In this project internal explorations included executing the Envisioning Use workshop with employees of the scooter company, a self-evaluation and scenario analysis. The Envisioning Use workshop made it possible to gather all the knowledge and assumptions with regard to the use of mobility scooters that was already available within the company. In a self-evaluation the student used a mobility scooter herself in several situations. For example she did groceries on a mobility scooter in the supermarket to explore which use issues could occur in these situations. Finally scenario analysis allowed a further exploration of what could potentially occur in different use situations. This scenario format was also used to represent the frame of reference. An advantage of scenarios is that they do not only support exploration, they are also a very useful tool for communication as stated by Rosson and Carroll (2002, p23): “Scenarios use a universally accessible language. All project members can ‘speak’ the language of scenarios”. Therefore they could directly be used as a communication tool when verifying the scenarios with end-users. For example, in the supermarket the student ran into several problems with regard to storing the groceries in or on the mobility scooter. By explaining this in later external design activities by means of scenarios to end-users, they could confirm if this was a relevant issue or not.

External design activities

External explorations in this project included literature analysis, ethnography, expert interviews and probes. In probing, potential users are given probe packages which they can use to capture their use experiences by means of materials such as a diary, disposable photographic camera, audio recorder and question cards (Gaver, Dunne et al., 1999; Wensveen, 1999). Probes allow for a longer-term exploration of use situations and related use issues, thus giving more insight in the dynamics of the use situation. In this case the probes were handed out to users of mobility scooters who were asked to record their experiences for several weeks. For this project the probe included a workbook in which the user was asked to answer questions about their use experiences and to execute some cut-and-paste assignments (Figure 4a). They were asked to tell about their day, what they did, how they felt, but also where they (did not) like to go and what their ideal mobility scooter would look like. Four users completed the probe and an additional interview was held to discuss the results. Although the probes gave deep insights in the dynamics of use situations and related desired use issues, additional research was necessary to gather knowledge of the diversity of use situations between users. For this purpose an ethnographic study and expert interviews were conducted.

Ethnography is aimed at understanding people’s everyday activities by gathering information in the settings in which the activities of interest normally occur (Blomberg, Burrell et al., 2003). In this case it was important to involve a large group of users to cover the diversity of use situations. This was achieved by contacting mobility scooter clubs. People of these clubs were observed and interviewed while using the mobility scooters (Figure 4b).

A third important source of external information was the consultation of experts. With regard to design for DDUS the advantage of consulting experts over end-users is that experts can give a large insight in the variations between use situations. Four dealers of mobility scooters and seven other experts such as an ergo-therapist and a mobility scooter technician were interviewed because they have so much contact with (potential) users, and therefore have a broader perspective on the subject.
3.2 Creating overview in the frame of reference

Based on aforementioned activities 85 scenarios were generated that each showed a particular use situation and one or two use issues related to that situation (Figure 5). To define starting points for the design of new individual mobility devices and to discuss this with the client a different view on this frame of reference was necessary. In the guidelines this is called a ‘simplified priority view’, as opposed to the ‘complete view’ that contains the 85 scenarios. After studying these scenarios the design student discovered three main categories of use situations. The first category is grocery shopping in which the user drives to the store, goes into the store with the mobility scooter, collects groceries, pays and drives back home. The second category is visiting in which the user drives to the place to visit such as family, friends, the doctor, the church and so on, parks the device, and gets in and out of the device. The third category of use situations consists of driving tours in and around town, alone or with others. Although these use situations are interesting to get an idea for which purposes the scooter is used, they do not give any insight in what consequences these situations have for the use of
the device. Therefore use issues were added to the cards and an additional categorization was made with regard to the use issues. Desired use issues were called ‘user needs’ and connected to specific use situations. For example, one category considered social issues of the device when driving around with others. When driving around with someone who is on a bicycle it was for instance important for the users of the mobility scooters that they could easily communicate with this person and consequently that there would not be a too large difference in height between the scooter and the bicycle. Subsequently each use situation and issue category was translated in a ‘design theme card’. Figure 6 shows two examples out of in total 15 theme cards.

3.3 Targeting and solution generation and evaluation
Since the diversity of use situations and related use issues was so large, the student and client agreed that it seemed most wise not to search for a ‘one size fits all’ solution, but to explore different segments. Each segment would need to target specific use situation – use issue relations and would need to attract a certain target group of consumers. For this reason several ‘design directions’ were defined. For each design direction a selection of design theme cards was brought together to define the most important use situations and issues that would be targeted in that specific design. For each design direction different solutions were defined. This was an iterative process aimed at exploring and discovering interesting combinations between solutions on the one hand, and use situations and related use issues (here represented in the collection of theme cards) on the other hand. As mentioned in the introduction, this phase was mainly used to show how the gathered insights with regard to DDUS, represented in the theme cards, could be used. It was not an end-result in itself. Therefore it is not further presented in this paper.

Finally the solutions were each represented by means of a storyboard to show how the solution would work in the defined scenarios. The scenarios were then shown to potential end-users to ask their feedback.

3.4 Evaluation of the approach
The student was asked to reflect on the application of the guidelines and indicated that the guidelines helped her to explore different aspects of the use of mobility scooters in different ways. Many activities were employed to gather information about DDUS – use issue relationships. The explicit frame of reference represented by means of the scenarios provided a means to connect these activities. It provided a means to structure the large amount of information gathered. Moreover, it helped her in keeping focus on what was important while designing the new types of mobility scooters. It can therefore be concluded that in addition to the successful application of the guidelines in design teams, the guidelines are also useful in individual design processes.

Two views were used to represent the frame of reference. The complete view of 85 scenarios was useful as a representation of the gathered information and served as a checklist for the design process itself. Each solution could be compared to these scenarios to reflect on the appropriateness of the solution. Furthermore assumed scenarios based on internal explorations could be used to focus external explorations by setting questions. The simplified priority view in the ‘theme cards’ proved to be a very useful format for the communication process with the client and other stakeholders. The cards could be talked about and categorized easily in this group process.

What was a difficult part of this design process was to define useful segments for the design directions. The guidelines do not support this aspect of the design process. This issue is further discussed in section 4.3.

4 DISCUSSION

4.1 Creating a frame of reference of use situations and related use issues
In this case we showed how exploring the relation between use situations, product characteristics and use issues is a useful way to create focus in a design process for products with DDUS. It is important to explore which use situations are meaningful to the design process in the sense that they lead to use issues that need to be solved (if they are negative) or enhanced (if they are positive). Just randomly listing use situations does not guide the design process. For example, it would not have been very useful to ask users of mobility scooters to list all the places where they use the mobility scooter without asking them which consequences each place has or could have for the use of the scooter.
Although we encourage to do a user analysis at the start of a design process, we argue that these analyses are only useful when they lead to insights in useful use situation – use issue relationships. In the case of DDUS an internal exploration can assist in adding more focus to these external user analyses. In the mobility device case for example, questions could be formulated for the probes based on potential interesting use situation – use issue relationships found in the Envisioning Use technique and self-evaluations. Moreover, techniques were applied that were particularly appropriate to gather insights in these relationships, such as the ethnographic approach. By interviewing the user while using the mobility scooter it became immediately apparent what the relation between a certain use situation and issue was.

4.2 Flexibility of the support
We deliberately developed a support that could flexibly be applied in existing design processes. The activities for internal and external exploration of DDUS are not meant to replace current design activities. On the contrary, they refer to activities that often already occur in practice, such as the techniques shown in the example in this paper. The added value of design for DDUS is that the relation of these activities to the frame of reference with DDUS now becomes more apparent. This allows an easy incorporation in existing design approaches.

A downside of flexibility is that ‘the higher the degree of freedom for the user as to how the support can be used and the more the support allows for different interpretations, the more difficult it will be to ensure that the support will be effective and efficient’ (Blessing and Chakrabarti 2009, p160). In the several evaluative studies we have done so far we experienced that the guidelines’ flexibility indeed in some cases led to an unsatisfying level of application. In the individual mobility device case we for example experienced that initially the theme cards with regard to the use situations ‘shopping’, ‘visiting’ and ‘driving tours’ were not explicitly connected to useful use issues, as advised in the guidelines. Since the student was guided actively by one of the researchers this problem could easily be solved. This raises the question how the guidelines can appropriately be introduced to their users. They are now presented in a workbook format. However, the design student had also participated in the earlier design course in which the student teams designed the carrier bike. In combination with the researcher’s supervision this means that the student received a far more extensive introduction to the guidelines than just by means of the workbook. Since the ultimate aim of this research is to support design practitioners in designing for DDUS, and since these practitioners probably will not be able to invest in following a complete course on the university, future research will include the development of an efficient means of introduction to design practitioners.

4.3 Targeting use situations and use issues
An important challenge while designing for DDUS that became apparent in this design project was the definition of appropriate targets for different segments. The student struggled with finding solutions and related targeted use situations that would appeal to a specific segment of the market of mobility scooter users. The guidelines do not support this part of the design process. The studies in design practice did not show that this segmentation process was a problem. Segmentation and selecting a corresponding product differentiation strategy is a well-known principle of product marketing (for example Kotler and Craven, 2003). Both the relatively low level of design experience of the student in comparison to practitioners and the fact that segmentation is more a marketing than a design task could have caused the difficulties of the student with regard to this issue. Since both choosing a successful target and choosing an appropriate solution depend on more criteria than just usability and user experience, it was chosen to not further support this activity in the guidelines. However, connecting this marketing process to design and product use is an interesting area for future research.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented guidelines to design for DDUS. These guidelines showed how different design and research activities can be employed to create and apply an explicit frame of reference of product use. This frame of reference represents the dynamics and diversity of use situations and how the situations relate to use issues. As an example we presented the application of these guidelines to the design of an individual mobility device by a graduate student Industrial Design Engineering.

The guidelines have proved to be successful in both design team projects as well as individual projects executed by students. Future research will be aimed at developing an introduction of the guidelines to
design practitioners and evaluating if the guidelines can successfully support designers in dealing with dynamic and diverse use situations.
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